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(X, $d$) $f$ : $Xarrow X(f(X)=X)$
. FIJ $\{x_{i}\}_{i\in \mathrm{Z}}\subset X$ $f$ \mbox{\boldmath $\delta$} (pseudo-orbit) $(\delta>0)$ ,
$d(f(x_{i}), x_{i+}1)<\delta(i\in \mathrm{Z})$ . $f$ (shadowing
property) ([1]) , $\epsilon>0$ $\delta>0$ , \mbox{\boldmath $\delta$}
$\{x_{i}\}_{i\mathrm{Z}}\epsilon$ $d(f^{i}(y), x_{i})<\epsilon(i\in \mathrm{Z})$ $y\in X$
$\mathrm{A}\mathrm{a}$
( (pseudo-orbit tracing property)
. [5] ). . , $d$




. $f$ (Lipschitz shadowing property) (
[4] [7] ) , $L>0$ $\epsilon_{0}>0$ ,
$\epsilon$- $\{X_{i}\}_{i\in \mathrm{z}}(0<\epsilon\leq\epsilon_{0})$ $d(\dot{f}^{i}(y), xi)<L\epsilon(i\in \mathrm{Z})$ $y\in X$
.




([11]). $f$ : (X, $d$) $arrow(X, d)$ , .
(i). $f$ ,
(ii) $D$ , $f$ $D$
.
$f$ : $(X, d)arrow(X, d)$ (expansive) ,





1. $S^{1}=\mathrm{R}/\mathrm{Z}$ , $\pi$ : $\mathrm{R}arrow \mathrm{R}/\mathrm{Z}$ . $\mathrm{x}=x+\mathrm{Z}$ ,
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$\mathrm{y}=y+\mathrm{Z}\in S^{1}(x, y\in \mathrm{R})$ , $S^{1}$ $d( \mathrm{x}, \mathrm{y})=\inf\{|x-y+n| : n\in \mathrm{Z}\}$
. $f$ : $S^{1}arrow S^{1}$ ,
( [12, Definition 6]
). $0=0+\mathrm{Z}\in \mathrm{R}/\mathrm{Z}$ $f$ , $0$ $S^{1}$
$U(0)$ $f(\mathrm{x})=x+x^{2}sgn(X)+\mathrm{Z}(\mathrm{x}=x+\mathrm{Z}\in$
$U(0),$ $d(\mathrm{x}, 0)=|x|)$ . , $sgn(x)$ $x$ .
$f$ . , $f$ $d$
$)1$
$arrow\supset$ . $L,$ $\epsilon>0$ )|
, $0<\epsilon\leq\epsilon_{0}(L\epsilon\ll 1)$ . $\mathrm{x}_{i}=\chi_{i}+\mathrm{z}\in U(0)$
$d(\mathrm{x}_{i}, 0)=x_{i}=\epsilon(i\in \mathrm{Z})$
$d(f(\mathrm{x}_{i}), \mathrm{X}_{i+}1)=|\epsilon+\epsilon^{2}-\epsilon|=\epsilon^{2}$.
$\{h\}_{i\in \mathrm{Z}}$ $f$ $\epsilon^{2}$- . $d(f^{i}(\mathrm{y}), \mathrm{x}_{i})<\epsilon^{2}L(\forall i\in \mathrm{Z})$
$\mathrm{y}\in S^{1}$ . $f$ , $\mathrm{y}=0$ .
$\epsilon=d(0, \mathrm{x}_{i})=d(f^{i}(_{0}), \mathrm{X}_{i})=d(f^{i}(\mathrm{y}), \mathrm{x}_{i})<\epsilon^{2}L$
$\epsilon<\epsilon^{2}L$ . , $1<\epsilon L$ . .
, [12, Proof of Theorem 1] , Morse-Smale $g:S^{1}arrow S^{1}$
$f$ : $S^{1}arrow S^{1}$ . , $h:S^{1}arrow S^{1}$
$h\circ f=g\circ h$ . Morse-Smale $g$
([5]) , $f$ ( $d$ ) .
,
.
2. $f,$ $g,$ $h:(S^{1}, d)arrow(S^{1}, d)$ 1 . $f$ $d$
, Morse-Smale $g$
([7]). $d$ $S^{1}$ $D$
$D(\mathrm{x}, \mathrm{y})=d(h(\mathrm{x}), h(\mathrm{y}))(\mathrm{x}, \mathrm{y}\in s^{1})$
, $g:(S^{1}, d)arrow(S^{1}, d)$
$f$ $D$ .
( ). $M^{2}$ 2 , $d$
$M^{2}$ . $M^{2}$ Axiom A
, ( )
$\text{ }$ . $.\dot{\mathrm{A}}\mathrm{x}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}_{\backslash }\mathrm{m}$ A
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$A(M^{2})-$ . $f\in A(M^{2})$ , .
(1) $f$ $f$ $C^{0}$
([10]),
(2) $f$ $f$ (strong
transversality condition) ([5]) ([7]).




. , 2 ,
.
. (X, $d$) . $f$ : $Xarrow X$
, $D$ $f$ : (X, $D$) $arrow(X, D)$
?
. , .
$f$ (X, $d$) . $\epsilon>0$ , $f$
$x$ ,
$W_{\epsilon}^{S}(X, d)=\{y\in X : d(f^{n}(x), fn(y))\leq\epsilon(\forall n\geq 0)\}$,
$W_{\epsilon}^{u}(x, d)=\{y\in X:d(f^{-n}(x), f^{-}n(y))\leq\epsilon(\forall n\geq 0)\}$
.
1. $f$ : (X, $d$) $arrow(X, d)$
. $X$ $D$ $0<\epsilon_{0},0<\mu<1$ , $f$ $f^{-1}$
, $x\in X$ $n\geq 0$
$\{$
$D(f^{n}(x), fn(y))\leq\mu^{n}D(x, y)$ $(\forall y\in W_{\epsilon_{0}}^{S}(X, D))$
$D(f^{-n}(x), f^{-}n(y))\leq\mu^{n}D(x, y)$ $(\forall y\in W_{\epsilon_{0}}^{u}(X, D))$ .
. $e>0$ , $X\cross X$ $\triangle$ $\{W_{n}\}_{n=}^{\infty}0$
$(W0=x\cross X)$ .
$W_{n}=\{(x, y)\in X\cross X : d(f^{j}(x), fj(y))\leq e(-n<\forall j<n)\}$ $(n\geq 1)$ .
n\infty$=0$ $W_{n}=\Delta$ ([8, Lemma 1]). $N>1$ [8, p.207] ,
$\{V_{k}\}_{k=}^{\infty}0$ $V_{0}=W_{0},$ $V_{k}=W_{1+(k-}1$ ) $N(k\geq 1)$ , [8,
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Lemma 3] $X$ $D$
$V_{k}\subset\{(x, y)\in x\cross X:D(x,y)<1/2^{k}\}\subset V_{k-1}$ $(k\geq 1)$
.
$L= \max\{1, \mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}_{D}(X)\}$ $K^{N}=2^{4}L$ . diam$D(X)=$
$\sup\{D(X, y):x, y\in X\}$ . $(x, y)\not\in V_{3}$ $D(x, y)\geq 1/2^{4}$
$\max\{D(f^{NN}(_{X}), f(y)), D(f^{-}N(_{X)}, f^{-}N(y))\}\leq L\leq K^{N}D(x, y)$ .
$(x, y)\in V_{k}\backslash V_{k+1}(k\geq 3)$ $D(x, y)\geq 1/2^{k+2}$ . $(x, y)\in V_{k}=$
$W_{1+(k-}1)N$ $(f^{N}(x), fN(y)),$ $(f^{-N}(x), f^{-}N(y))\in V_{k-1}$ .
$\max\{D(f^{N}(X), f^{N}(y)), D(f^{-}N(x), f^{-N}(y))\}<\frac{1}{2^{k-1}}<2^{4}D(_{X}, y)$ .
, $x,$ $y\in X$ $\max\{D(f^{N}(X), fN(y)).’ D(f-N(x), f-N(y))\}\leq$
$K^{N}D(x, y)$ .
$\nu>0$ [8, p.208] , $x\in X$
$(*)$ $\{$
$D(f^{3N}(x), f^{3}N(y)) \leq\frac{1}{2}D(_{X}, y)$ $(\forall y\in W_{\nu}s(X, D))$
$D(f^{-3N}(X), f^{-}3N(y)) \leq\frac{1}{2}D(x, y)$ $(\forall y\in W^{u}(yDx,))$
([8, Proposition]).
[9, Proof of Theorem] 2 . $X$
$\rho$
$\rho(x, y)=\sum^{-1}Ni=0\frac{1}{K^{i}}D(fi(X), f^{i}(y))(\forall x, y\in x)$
, $D(f^{N}(x), fN(y))\leq K^{N}D(x, y)$ $\rho(f(x), f(y))\leq K\rho(x, y)$
$(x, y\in X)$ . , $D(f^{-N}(x), f^{-}N(y))\leq K^{N}D(x, y)(\forall x, y\in x)$
$\rho(f^{-N}(X), f^{-}N(y))\leq K^{N}\rho(x, y)(\forall x, y\in X)$ .
$D’(x, y)= \sum^{N1}i=0-\frac{1}{K^{i}}\rho(f^{-}i(x), f^{-}i(y))$ $(\forall x, y\in X)$
$D’(f(x), f(y))\leq KD’(x, y)$ . $\rho(f^{-N}(x), f^{-}N(y))\leq K^{N}\rho(x, y)$
$D’(f^{-1}(X), f^{-}1(y))\leq KD’(x, y)$ . $f,$ $f^{-1}$ $D’$
. $f$ $f^{-1}$ – , $D’(x, y)<\delta(x, y\in X)$
$D’(f^{i}(x), fi(y))<\nu(-N\leq\forall i\leq N)$ $\delta>0$
. $(*)$ , $x\in X$ , $y\in W_{\delta^{S}}(x, D’)$
$D’(f^{3N}(x), f^{3}N(y)) \leq\frac{1}{2}D’(x, y)$ . , $y\in W_{\delta}^{u}(x, D’)$
$D’(f^{-3N}(_{X)}, f^{-}3N(y)) \leq\frac{1}{2}D’(x,y)$ .
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$D’$ $D”$ . $\mu^{3N}=\frac{1}{2}$ $X$ $\rho’$
$\rho’(x,y)=3N\sum_{i=0}^{-1}\frac{1}{\mu^{i}}D’(fi(x), f^{i}(y))$ $(\forall x, y\in X)$
. $f$ $f^{-1}$ $\rho’$
. , $x\in X$ $\rho’(f(x), f(y))\leq\mu p’(x, y)(\forall y\in$
$W_{\delta}^{s}(x, D’\rangle)$ . $0<\epsilon_{0}<\delta$ $D’(x, y)<\epsilon_{0}(x, y\in X)$ $D’(f^{i}(x), fi(y))\leq$
$\delta(-3N\leq\forall i\leq 3N)$ . , $x\in X$
$\rho’(f^{-}3N(X), f^{-}3N(y))\leq\frac{1}{2}\rho’(x, y)(\forall y\in W_{\epsilon 0}^{u}(X, D’))$ . $X$ $D”$
$D”(x,y)=3N \sum_{i=0}^{-1}\frac{1}{\mu^{i}}p(\prime f-i(_{X}), f-i(y))$ $(\forall x, y\in x)$
. $\cdot$ $f$ $f^{-1}$ $D”$ , $(\epsilon_{0}<\delta$
) $x\in X$ $D”(f-1(x), f^{-}1(y))\leq\mu D’’(x, y)(\forall y\in W_{\Xi}^{u}0(x, D’))$ .
$\epsilon_{0}$ , $x\in X$ $D”(f(x), f(y))\leq\mu D’’(X, y)$
$(\forall y\in W_{\epsilon 0}^{s}(x, D’))$ . , $D”(x, y)<\epsilon_{0}(x, y\in X)$ $D’(x, y)<\epsilon_{0}$ .
, $x$ $\sigma=s,$ $u$ $W_{\epsilon_{0}}^{\sigma}(X, D’’)\subset W_{\epsilon}^{\sigma_{0}}(x, D’)$ . $D”$ $D$
.
2. 1 , $f$ .
, $A,$ $\epsilon_{0}>0$ , $0<\epsilon\leq\epsilon_{0}$ , $\delta>0$
(i) $D(x, y)<\delta(x, y\in X)$ $r(x, y)=W^{u}(\mathit{6}x, D)\cap W_{\epsilon}^{s}(y, D)$ : 1 ,
(ii) $D(r(x, y),$ $x)\leq AD(_{X}, y),$ $D(r(x, y),$ $y)\leq \mathrm{A}D(_{X}, y)$ .
. $f$ : $Xarrow X$ , $D,$ $0<\epsilon_{0},$ $\mu<1$
1 . $D$ $f$ $f^{-1}$
$K>1$ , ( ) $\epsilon_{0}$ $f$ .
$0<\epsilon\leq\epsilon_{0}/2$ , $0<\delta\leq\epsilon$ , $D(x, y)<\delta(x, y\in X)$
$r(x, y)=W_{\in}^{u}(x, D)\cap W_{\in}^{s}(y, D)$ 1 .
$x\in X$ $n\geq 0$
$D(f^{n}(X), fn(y))\leq\mu^{n}D(_{X}, y)$ $(\forall y\in W_{\epsilon}^{s}(0DX,))$
$D(f^{-n}(X), f^{-}n(y))\leq\mu^{n}D(_{X}, y)$ $(\forall y\in W_{\epsilon}^{u}(0DX,))$
. $\delta=\delta(\epsilon_{0}/2)>0$ , $D(x, y)\leq\delta_{1}(x, y\in X)$
$r(x, y)\in f^{-1}(W_{\epsilon}\mathfrak{U}0(f(X), D))\cap f(W_{\epsilon_{\mathrm{O}}}^{s}(f^{-1}(y), D))$ $0<\delta_{1}\leq\delta$
. $x,$ $y\in X(D(x, y)<\delta_{1})$
$\bullet$ $D(x, r(x, y))\geq D(y, r(X, y))$ :
$\delta_{1}$ $\frac{1}{\mu}D(x, r(x, y))\leq D(f(x), f(r(x, y)))$
$D(f(y), f(r(x, y)))\leq\mu D(y, r(X, y))$ .
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$D(f(_{X}), f(r(_{X}, y)))\leq D(f(_{X}), f(y))+D(f(y), f(r(X, y)))$ $\frac{1}{\mu}D(x, r(_{X}, y))\leq$
$D(f(x), f(y))+\mu D(y, r(X, y))$ . $D(x, r(X, y))\geq D(y, r(x, y))$
$D(x, r(_{X,y}))\leq D(f(X), f(y))$
. $D(x, r(x, y))\leq\overline{1}-\mu \mathrm{A}\overline{2}D(f(X), f(y)).\cdot$
$\max\{D(x,r(x, y)), D(y, r(X, y))\}\leq\frac{K\mu}{1-\mu^{2}}D(x, y)$ .
$\bullet$ $D(x, r(x, y))\leq D(y, r(X, y))$ :
$D(f^{-1}(y), f^{-}1(r(X, y)))\leq D(f^{-1}(X), f-1(y))+D(f^{-1}(x), f^{-}1(r(x, y)))$ .
$\frac{1}{\mu}D(y, r(x, y))\leq D(f^{-}1(y), f^{-}1(r(x, y)))$
$D(f^{-1}(x), f^{-}1(r(X, y)))\leq\mu D(x, r(x, y))$
$( \frac{1}{\mu}-\mu)D(y, r(X, y))\leq D(f^{-1}(x), f^{-}1(y))$ .
$\max\{D(x, r(x, y)), D(y, r(x, y))\}\leq\frac{K\mu}{1-\mu^{2}}D(x, y)$.
(X, $d$) $f$ : $Xarrow X$ , $f$ ($d$
) (Lipschitz canonical coordinates) ,
$L,$ $\epsilon_{0}>0$ , $0<\epsilon\leq\epsilon_{0}$ , $d(x, y)<\epsilon(x, y\in X)$
$W_{L\epsilon}^{u}(X, d)\cap W_{L_{\mathcal{E}}}^{s}(y, d)\neq\emptyset$ .
(hyperbolic) , $0<\epsilon_{0},$ $\mu<1$ , $x\in X$
$n>0$
$\{$
$d(f^{n}(x), f^{n}(y))\leq\mu^{n}d(x, y)$ $(\forall y\in W^{s}(\epsilon 0x, d))$
$d(f^{-n}(X), f-n(y))\leq\mu^{n}d(x, y)$ $(\forall y\in W_{\epsilon_{0}}u(X, d))$
.
1, 2 , ((i) $(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})$ ) ,
.
(X, $D$) $f$ :(X, $D$) $arrow(X, D)$
, $f$ . $f$ ( $D$ )
, D .
. $L,$ $\epsilon_{0}$ .
$0<\epsilon\leq\epsilon_{0}$ , $D(x, y)<\epsilon(x, y\in X)$
$r(x, y)=W_{L}u(\epsilon)x,$$D\cap W_{L\epsilon}s(y, D)$
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1 . $\mu^{n}L<1$ $n>0$ . $f$
, $f^{n}$ $f$
. $W_{\epsilon}^{u}(X, D),$ $W_{\epsilon^{S}}(X, D),$ $\mu^{n}$ ,
$f^{n}$ $W_{\epsilon}^{u}(X),$ $W_{\epsilon}^{s}(X),$ $\mu,$ $f$ .
$\{x_{i}\}_{i=}^{k}\mathrm{o}(k>0)$ $f$ $\epsilon$- $(0<\epsilon<(1-\mu L)\epsilon_{0})$ , $L’=$
$\frac{L}{(1-\mu L)(1-\mu)}+\frac{1}{1-\mu L}$ . { $k=4$ , $y\in X$ $D(f^{i}(y),xi)<$
$L’\epsilon(0\leq\forall i\leq k)$ ( ) . $\sum_{i=0}^{n}(\mu L)i$ $\nu_{n}$
, $\nu_{\infty}=\lim_{narrow\infty}\nu_{n}$ . $L’=L(\Sigma_{i}^{\infty}=0\mu i)\nu_{\infty}+\nu_{\infty}$ . $x_{4}$ $y_{0}$
, $D(f(X_{3}), y_{0})<\epsilon$
$r(f(X_{3}), y\mathrm{o})\in WL\epsilon u(f(x_{3}))\cap W_{L\mathcal{E}}^{\theta}(y0)$ .
$D(f(x_{2}), x_{3})<\epsilon$ $y_{1}=f^{-1}(r(f(x3), y_{0}))\in W_{\mu L\epsilon}^{u}(x3)$ $d(f(X_{2}), y1)<$
$\nu_{1}\epsilon<\epsilon_{0}$ .
$r(f(_{X_{2}}), y_{1})\in W^{u}L\nu 1\mathit{6}(f(X_{2}))\cap W_{L}S(\nu_{1\epsilon}y_{1})$
, $y_{2}=f^{-1}(r(f(X_{2}), y1))\in W_{\mu L\nu_{1}\epsilon}^{u}(x_{2})$ $D(f(x_{1}), y2)<\nu_{2}\epsilon<\epsilon_{0}$
$(D(f(X_{1}), X_{2})<\epsilon$ ). $r(f(x_{1}), y2)\in W_{L\nu_{2}\epsilon}^{u}(f(X_{1}))\cap W_{Ly_{2^{\mathrm{g}}}}^{s}(y2)$
$y_{3}=f^{-1}(\mathit{7}^{\cdot}(f(X_{1}), y_{2}))\in W_{\mu}^{u_{L\nu_{2}\epsilon}}(X_{1})$
: $D(f(X_{0}), x_{1})<\epsilon$ $D(f(X_{0}), y3)<\nu_{3}\epsilon<\epsilon 0\cdot.\{\mathrm{k}$
$r(f(x_{0}),y_{3})\in W^{u}L\nu 3\epsilon(f(X_{0}))\mathrm{n}W^{s}L\nu \mathrm{s}\epsilon(y_{3})$ .
$y_{4}=f^{-1}(r(f(x0), y_{3}))\in W_{\mu L\nu}^{u}(3\epsilon X_{0})$ .
, $y_{4}$ $y$ $D(y, x_{0})\leq\nu_{4}\in\leq L\nu_{\infty}\epsilon$ . $f(y)=r(f(x_{0}), y3)\in$
$W_{L\nu \mathrm{s}\epsilon}^{s}(y3)$
$D(f(y), x_{1})\leq D(f(y), y_{3})+D(y3, x1)=D(r(f(x0^{\cdot}), y3),$ $y3)+D(_{X_{1}}, y_{3})$
$D(f(y), x1)<(L\nu_{3}+\mu L\nu_{2})\epsilon\leq(L\nu_{\infty}+\nu_{\infty}).\epsilon$ .
$D(f^{2}(y), x_{2})\leq D(f2(y), f(y3))+D(f(y3), y_{2}))+D(y2, x2)$
$f^{2}(y)\in W_{\mu L\nu}^{S}(3\epsilon f(y3))$ $D(f^{2}(y), x2)<\{L(\mu\nu_{3}+\nu_{2})+\mu L\nu_{1}\}\epsilon\leq\{L(\mu+$
$1)\nu_{\infty}+\nu_{\infty}\}\epsilon$ . , $f^{2}(y)\in W_{L(\mu\nu \mathrm{s}+\nu_{2})_{\mathit{6}}}^{s}(y_{2})$
$D(f^{3}(y), x3)\leq D(f3(y), f(y2))+D(f(y2), y_{1})+D(y1, x_{3})$
$D(f^{3}(y), X_{3})<\{L(\mu\nu_{3}+\mu\nu 2+\nu 1)2+\mu L\}\epsilon\leq\{L(\mu^{2}+\mu+1)\nu\infty+\nu_{\infty}\}_{\mathcal{E}}$.
, $f^{3}(y)\in W_{L(\mu^{2}3}^{s}(\nu+\mu\nu 2+\nu_{1})\epsilon y1)$
$D(f^{4}(y),x4)\leq D(f4(y), f(y_{1}))+D(f(y1), y_{0})+D(y\mathrm{o}, X4)$ ,
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$D(f^{4}(y), X_{4})<L(\mu^{3}\nu_{3}+\mu^{2}\nu_{2}+\mu\nu_{1}+1)\epsilon\leq L(\mu^{3}+\mu^{2}+\mu+1)\nu_{\infty}\epsilon$ .
$D(f^{i}(y4), x_{i})<L^{i}\epsilon(0\leq\forall i\leq 4)$ .
$D(f^{i}(y_{k}), x_{i})<L^{i}\epsilon(0\leq i\leq k)$ $y_{k}\in X$
. $k$ $X$ ,
.
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